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It is common knowledge that noun classes in Mabia (Gur) languages are primarily 

characterized by stems and affixes. Common to all studies on nominal classification in 

Kusaal is the observation that nouns that exhibit common morphological properties also 

share identical semantic features. Though this is true to some extent, the generalization 

breeds a lot of leakages because classifications based on semantic field alone is unable to 

explain the inclusion of nouns that share identical morphological and phonological features 

but different semantic features. Thus, this problem questions the assumption that noun 

classification in Kusaal is dependent on common semantic properties or coherence shared 

by all nouns in a group. The semantic classification of nouns, in this study, is composed 

based on the assumption that speakers of Kusaal put together nouns that are connected by 

identical semantic features and others that are linked by pragmatic associations into 

networks that define concepts and aspects of their survival as human beings. It is further 

observed that nouns within such groups also go through identical phonological rules or 

constraints. Nouns in this paper are classified based on their morphological features which 

are closely knit to their semantic networks as well as phonological constraints. The 

framework of Lexical-Phonology is employed in analyzing the morphophonological 

components of the nominal classification system of the language. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper explores the nominal class system of Kusaal and argues that the classification system 

involves a complex interaction of semantics, morphology and phonology. Six nominal classes have 

been identified which reveal a correspondence between semantic affiliations and morphological 

patterns. These patterns further reveal systematic phonological processes governing each identified 

nominal class. It is hypothesized that in Kusaal nominal classification, morphology interacts with 

semantics and phonology in interesting ways and this paper will show in detail how that happens. 

The aim of this study is to offer a formal analysis of the concept using the theoretical framework of 

Lexical-Phonology (Kiparsky 1985; Mohanan 1986; Bodomo and Marfo 2006).   

Kusaal is a Mabia (Gur) language, (see Bodomo 2020), spoken in the Upper East Region 

of Ghana. It is an SVO language where any form of word order alternation has direct impact on the 

discourse interpretation of the ‘moved’ constituent(s). There are two dialects of Kusaal: Agolle 

(spoken in Bawku Municipal and its adjoining villages) and Atoende (spoken in the Bawku West 

District thus, Zebilla and surrounding villages as well as in Burkina Faso). The data used in this 

paper was gathered on several trips of field work to Bawku (Municipal) and its surrounding villages. 

The author’s intuition as a native speaker of both dialects also played a role.  There is not much 
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difference in the system of noun classification between the two dialects. However, data used in this 

work is more representative of the Agolle dialect. 

This work is organized into five sections. Section two gives an overview of previous studies 

on the nominal classification in Kusaal. The section further provides some background information 

on nouns in Kusaal focusing on aspects that will be relevant for discussions in this paper. The third 

section considers the morphophonology of the nominal system in Kusaal. In this section, I explore 

the interface between morphology and phonology in the derivation of nouns in all the classes. This 

is done using the framework of Lexical-Phonology. The fourth section discusses the semantic 

network that exists between nouns of the various classes. The semantic classification of nouns 

corresponds with regular morphological patterns that characterize each identified class. 

Additionally, it will be observed that nouns in specific classes mostly exhibit identical phonological 

patterns. Thus, similar phonological processes are tied to nouns in specific groups in the formation 

of both the singular and the plural forms. This leads to the assertion that morphology and phonology 

play integral roles in the derivation of both the singular and plural forms of nouns in all classes. The 

fifth section is the conclusion. 

 
2. Previous accounts of nominal classification in Kusaal  

Earlier studies have shown that about two thirds of the languages in Africa have some kind of noun 

classification mainly based on affixes (Welmers 1973:159; Heine 1982; Naden 1989; Katamba 

2003:10; Bodomo and Marfo 2006; Miehe et al 2007, 2012). The classification of nominals in Mabia 

(Gur) languages are usually based on stems and affixes which are predominantly suffixes (Rapp 

1966; Dakubu 1996; Bodomo 1997; Olawsky 1997; 1999; Nsoh 2002; Miehe et al 2007, 2012; 

Abubakari 2011, 2018; Bodomo and Abubakari 2017; Niggli 2014; Eddyshaw 2016; Musah 2018). 

The trend further reveals some correlation with semantic classification where most of the nouns in 

an identified group form a semantic network; they share similar semantic features and also include 

others that are linked by pragmatic associations (Breedveld 1995; Contini-Monrova 1994; Lakoff 

1987). Contini-Morava (1994) opines that the semantic approach to nominal classification has been 

one major area of consideration adopted by linguists and anthropologists in studies of the 

phenomena. This is because the classification of nouns into groups reveals a system of cognitive or 

cultural classification which underlies the system of linguistic classification. In addition, noun 

classification is an intrinsic component of grammar and lexicon and lies between inflection and 

derivation; it also hints at the way people use language to reflect their culture, perception, 

environment, religion among other things. Through language, one is able to understand the 

worldview of a particular group of people. The vocabulary of a language, including nominal 

elements, plays an important role as a window into the universe of knowledge of its speakers and 

their perception of the world around them (Agyekum 2006; Sapir 1949; Mphande 2006:105-106). 

The semantic classification of nouns into groups by the Kusasis, reflect their worldview; 

perceptions, belief system and their culture and tradition (Abubakari 2020). 

A considerable amount of effort has been made in the literature on the classification of the 

nominal system of Kusaal (Abubakari 2011, 2018; Niggli 2014; Eddyshaw 2016; and Musah 2018). 

Though there is general consensus in the claim that the singular and plural forms of nouns in the 

language are composed of stems and suffixes, different authors arrive at different numbers of 

available classes. This could partly be due to the different approaches to nominal classification 

adopted by these authors. What appear close are the works of Eddyshaw (2016), with the following 

class groupings: {1- a/ba, and ba/nam, 2-ga/sɛ, 3-gɔ/de, 4- rɛ/a+, 5-fɔ/ɩ+, 6 -bɔ, 7-m}, and Abubakari 
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(2018), with the following class groupings {1a -a, 2a -ba, 1b -V, -ba, 2b -nama, 3- gV, 4 -sɩ/ɛ, 5 -fɔ, 

6 -gi, di, 7- gV, 8 -dɛ, 9 - rV, 10 -aa, 11 –m}. The former identifies seven classes putting both 

singular and plural forms of a particular group together whilst the later identifies 11 groups counting 

singular and plural forms as separate classes. Both studies also discuss the morphology, phonology 

as well as semantics (noun meanings) of the nominal system of Kusaal. This study merges the 

singular and plural forms of nouns into one class reducing the 11 classes in Abubakari (2018) to six 

classes. Thus, nouns are grouped based on their singular and plural suffix morphemes.  

Musah (2018:98-111), on his part, identifies the following classes of nouns: {1/2 -V, -d/-

b, -Ø/nam, 3/4 -vŋ/-Ni, 5/6 -r/-a, 12/13 -g/-s, 15/21 -g/-d, 19/4 -f/-I, 20/13 -bil/-bibis, 14 -b, 22/23 -

m}. Singular classes are paired with corresponding plural classes. Thus, class 1 is the singular and 

class 2 the plural of class one. The classification is largely based on morphosemantic features. 

However, no mention is made in Musah (2018) of the long and short forms of lexical items in 

Kusaal. Long and short forms of lexical items (discussed in subsection 2.1) are very common in the 

language (Abubakari 2017, 2018; Niggli 2014; and Eddyshaw 2016). Whereas the long forms are 

used in questions and negation the short forms are used elsewhere. 

Niggli (2014:98-117) also looks at the noun class system of the Kusaal spoken in Burkina 

Faso which, although an Atoende dialect, exhibits some differences with the variety spoken in 

Ghana. Niggli’s work focused mainly on the morphological patterns in the noun class system of the 

language. In all, 14 classes are identified represented as follows {1. (sg) -a, 2. (pl) -ba/-p, 3. (sg) -

Ø/-ba/-ma/-p, 4. (pl) -nama/nam, 5. (sg) -ga/-k(a)/ŋ(a)/-wa/-ya, 6. (pl) -sE, 7. (sg) -gO/-kO/-ŋO/ne, 

8. (pl) -rɩ/-tɩ/-t/Et/-Ot, 9. (sg) -rE/-lE/-ne/-dE/-bE/-t, 10. (pl) -a/-ya, 11. (sg) -fO, 12. (pl) -gi/-i/-Ø, 

13. -bO, 14. m/um/-lim/-sim}. This could partly be explained to be due to the fact that what has been 

merged as classes 1 and 2, in Abubakari (2018) and in this paper, are broken down into four classes 

in (Niggli 2014). Dialectal differences could potentially have an impact though this claim needs 

further investigation. 

In short, noun classes in Kusaal have generally been defined based on morphology, 

phonology and semantics. What is of major concern has to do with the semantic approaches to 

nominal classification in the language. Common to all studies is the assumption that nouns that 

exhibit common morphological properties also share identical semantic features. This is true to some 

extent since some of the noun classes can be described as forming semantic fields. However, the 

generalization breeds a lot of leakages because classifications based on semantic field alone are 

unable to explain the inclusion of some nouns that share identical morphological and phonological 

features but different semantic features. Thus, this problem questions the assumption that noun 

classification in Kusaal is dependent on common semantic properties or coherence shared by all 

nouns in a group. It asks for a more comprehensive approach which requires a more heterogeneous 

list (Contini-Monrova 1994:4). Though the suggestion for the inclusion of a heterogeneous list has 

been challenged mostly from the point of view of Cognitive Grammar (cf. Lakoff 1987; Langacker 

1987, 1990; Rudzka-Ostyn 1988), the argument has been that membership in a given linguistic 

category (for instance a noun class) may be based on multiple criteria, which include: family 

resemblances, metaphor, and metonymy, and that linguistic categories may exhibit an internal 

structure in which some members of the category are more central, or prototypical, and others are 

more peripheral (Contini-Monrova 1994). Accordingly, this approach allows for the creation of 

more intricate associative links, both semantic and phonological that connect a noun to a particular 

class, and also look at semantic domains that intersect with more than a single class, to show patterns 

of relationship between the classes (Contini-Monrova 1994). The proposal is that the semantic 

classification of nominals in Kusaal be carried out using the concept of semantic network. Nouns 
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may be related by association in which instance they do not necessarily share a similar semantic 

field but may be found in a pragmatic relation to one another based on their occurrence in identical 

contexts. The membership of a particular class of nouns can be described as a composition of a 

semantic network of association (see Breedveld 1995:65).  Going by this proposal, just a handful of 

nominal classes in Kusaal can be described as forming a semantic field whilst majority can be said 

to be composed by a semantic network of association.  

The current study, part of which is taken from Abubakari (2018), is aimed at giving a 

detailed description and analysis of the phenomenon as it occurs in the language. Whereas no formal 

account of the system is given in Abubakari (2018) as well as other previous studies of nominal 

classifications in Kusaal, this paper aims to fill that gap. The formalization will be done using the 

framework of Lexical-Phonology. This analysis shows in details both the morphological and 

phonological processes that underlie the formation of nouns in all identified classes. More 

importantly, the semantic approach adopted in Abubakari (2018) is based on semantic features 

which shows some leakages hence the need to revisit the analysis for a more comprehensive 

approach.  

  
2.1. Background on Nouns in Kusaal. Nouns in Kusaal come in two forms: “short forms” and 

“long forms” (Abubakari 2017, 2018; Niggli 2014). The short forms are derived from the long 

counterparts by dropping the final vowel of the suffix when this will not result in a word-final 

consonant cluster. Example (1) is an illustration of nouns showing both short and long counterparts. 
 

(1)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The short and long forms are used in different contexts. The long forms appear in questions 

and negation while the short forms appear elsewhere, for instance, they are used in declarative 

sentences, as demonstrated below.  

 

(2)  Short forms in declarative constructions 

 Àsíbí ànɛ́ m̀  bɩ́ɩ́g /* bɩ́ɩ́gá 

             Asibi is 1Sg.Poss   child 

             ‘Asibi is my child.’    

 

(3) The long forms in questions and negation 

 Q: i. Àsíbí ànɛ́ ò  bɩ́ɩ́gá /*bɩ́ɩ́g? 

                  Asibi is 3Sg.Poss  child                   

                 ‘Is Asibi his/her child?’ 

 

             A:  ii.  Áyé, Àsíbí ká’á ò  bɩ́ɩ́gá /* bɩ́ɩ́g. 

                no, Asibi is.not 3Sg.Poss  child 

                ‘No Asibi is not his/her child.’ 

  

             A:  iii.  ɛ́ɛ́n, Àsíbí    ànɛ́ ò  bɩ́ɩ́g/ *bɩ́ɩ́gá.  

                  yes, Asibi is 3Sg.Poss  child 

                          “Yes, Asibi is his/her child.’ 

Nominal Singular Plural 

 Long Short Long Short 

‘rusband’ sídá síd sídíbá sídíb 

‘Room’ dɔ̀ɔ̀gʋ̀ dɔ̀ɔ̀g 
 

dɔ̀ɔ̀dɛ dɔ̀ɔ̀g 

‘child’ bɩ́ɩ́gɩ̀/bɩ́ɩ́gá bɩ́ɩ́g bɩ́ɩ́sɩ̀/bɩ́ɩ́sá bɩ́ɩ́s 
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Nouns that have both long and derived forms will be identified, and both forms will be 

listed in the data used in this paper.  Any time a noun is modified by a qualitative adjective the stem 

of the noun form combines with the adjective. If the noun is plural, this is marked on the adjective.   
     

(4)       Nominal               +                  Adjective 

        (‘room’)                                       (‘small’) 

       

 Sg                Pl                        

dɔɔg             dɔɔd                 

          Stem                              Sg                     Pl 

dɔ                                bil                  bibis 

                dɔ́bíl    ‘small room’    

                    dɔ́bíbìs  ‘small rooms’ 

 

 
In this work, I identify the stems of the nouns by taking the forms that combine with the 

adjective (see Abubakari 2018, Anttila and Bodomo 2009).  

 
2.2. Background on the Morphosemantics of Nominal Classes in Kusaal. A study of the nominal 

morphology of Kusaal reveals a pattern where singular and plural nouns are distinguished mainly 

by suffixes. Pronouns do not show any form of agreement in whatever form or use they may be put 

to. Class concord, though present in a closely related language, Gurene (Nsoh 2002), is not a 

characteristic of nominal classification in Kusaal. Singular and plural nouns of the same word take 

different suffix morphemes. As previously indicated, all suffixes that have a CV form can drop the 

final vowel. Final vowels that can be dropped are put in brackets.  In this study, the classification of 

nouns is carried out based on the following suffix morphemes: (1a) -V/-b(a), (1b) -a/-nam(a),  (1c) 

-b(a)/-nam(a), (2) -g(V)/-s(V), (3) -g(V)/-d(ɛ), (4) -f(ᴐ)/-g(i), (5) -r(ɛ)/-a, and (6) -m.   

A brief outline of the morphemes that inform each categorization is presented as below. 

The group numbered (1a) is represented as -V/-ba where V could either be -a or –u, e.g., púˈáá 

‘woman/wife’, púˈábá ‘women/wives’, pítʋ ‘sibling’, pítíba ‘siblings’, etc. For (1b), the suffix -a is 

used for singular and -nam(a) is used for the plural counterpart. Examples are màa ‘mother’, 

mànàmà ‘mothers’, bà'a ‘father’, bàˈànàmà ‘fathers’, etc. Nouns in (1c) take the suffix -ba for the 

singular and -nam(a) for the plural, e.g., yáábá ‘ancestor’, yaánamá ‘ancestors’, náábá ‘chief’ 

náˈánàmá ‘chiefs’, etc. The nouns in (1a) -V/-b(a), (1b) -a/-nam(a), and (1c) b(a)/-nam(a) are 

grouped as a single class. The decision to group all these in one class is based on the observation 

that whilst (1a) and (1b) share a common singular suffix, (1b) and (1c) share a common plural suffix 

morpheme. All three, more importantly, share a common semantic network feature [+ human, +kin 

relationship]; a revelation that nominal classification in the language goes beyond morphology to 

include semantic association of members, as will be discussed extensively in the subsequent 

sections. The distinction between (1a), (1b) and (1c) is that the nouns in (1b) refer to people who 

command a higher degree of respect in society compared to those in (1a). Nouns in (1c) also refer 

to people who are revered higher than those in (1b). This analogy is illustrated below using an item 

each from the categories in (1a), (1b) and (1c) where the item preceding the symbol, ‘<<’, commands 

a lesser degree of respect to the item following it.  
 

  púˈáá ‘woman/wife’, púˈábá ‘women/wives’ << màa ‘mother’, mànàmà ‘mothers’ << 

yáábá ‘grandparent/ancestor’ yaánamá ‘grandparents/ancestors. 
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Class one is the human class; by default, it also has items such as borrowed words with 

varied semantic compositions but related morphological patterns. The data for this class of nominals 

show that more words take the suffix -nam(a) compared to the suffix -ba when the latter is used 

either as a singular or a plural suffix. Another class of nominals in this study is made of nouns that 

take the suffixes -g(V) and -s(ɩ̀/ɛ́) for the singular and plural respectively. The V for the singular 

could be any of the vowels {a, i, ɩ, ʋ, ᴐ,ɛ}, depending on the ATR status of the vowel in the stem. 

Examples include: wábígá ‘lame person’ wábísɩ̀/ɛ́ ‘lame persons’ gìka ‘dumb person’ gígísɩ̀/ɛ́ ‘blind 

persons’, and lɔ́lύgɔ́ ‘ox’, lɔ́lísɩ̀/ɛ́ ‘oxen’. There is also a class which is composed of nouns that take 

the suffix -g(ύ/ɔ) and -d(ɛ) for the singular and plural respectively. Some nouns in this category 

include: dɔ́ɔ́g(ύ/ɔ) ‘room’, dɔ́ɔd(ɛ) ‘rooms’, mɔ́ɔ́g(ύ/ɔ) ‘grass’ and mɔ́ɔ́d(ɛ) ‘grasses’, etc.  Another 

observed class is a group of nouns that take the suffix –fɔ for the singular and -gi for the plural. 

Examples are ná'áfɔ̀ ‘cow’, níígì ‘cattle’, and wááfɔ́ ‘snake’, wíígì ‘snakes’. Additionally, there are 

nouns that take the suffix -r(ɛ/i) for singular and -a for the plural, e.g.,  tʋ́bìrì/ɛ ‘ear’, tʋ́bàa ‘ears’, 

and bín'ísírí/ɛ ‘breast’, bín'ísáa ‘breasts’, etc. Finally, the class of non-count nouns take the suffix -

m as in: kú'òm ‘water’, zíím ‘blood’, and bín'ísím ‘milk’, among others. 

With this background, the subsequent discussions look at the various classifications of 

nouns in Kusaal using their morphology, phonology and semantics (morphophonology and 

morphosemantics). 

 
3. The interface between morphology and phonology in Kusaal nominal classifications 

This section provides a morphophonological analysis of the six classes of nouns identified in Kusaal 

by employing the theoretical machinery of Lexical Phonology (LP). These classes are, here, 

identified by their morphological suffixes which will soon be discussed in detail: Class 1- -V/-b(V), 

b(V)/nam(a), Class 2- -g(V), -s(V), Class 3- -g(V)/-d(ɛ), Class 4- -f(V)/ di, -gi, Class 5- -rV/-a(a) and 

Class 6- /-m/. The section describes the morphological (word formation processes) operations and 

the phonological rules and constraints that derive the various singular and plural nouns in all the 

identified nominal classes. LP is a framework that is used to analyze the interface between 

phonology, morphology as well as syntax. It is argued that a subset of phonological rules applies in 

the lexicon together with some morphological operations. Another subset of these rules applies post-

lexically. The output of each level of phonological operations may undergo a morphological 

operation, and the process can keep on repeating itself until the desired lexical representation 

(output) is realized. From the diagram below, phonological rules apply to underlying morphological 

units that are supplied by the lexicon. The phonological rules are divided into two. The rules that 

apply within word boundaries (and can be cyclical) are referred to as lexical and those that are inter-

boundary sensitive (not cyclical) are called post-lexical (Kiparsky 1985; Mohanan 1986; Bodomo 

and Marfo 2006). 
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Table 1 

                           Underlying Representation 

 

Level 1:                  Morphology     Phonology 

 

Level 2:                  Morphology   Phonology 

 

Level n:                  Morphology       Phonology 

 

                                    Lexical Representation 

                                  (output form: word boundary) 

 

L

E

X 

I 

C

O

N 

Syntax Post Lexical Phonology (inter-boundary processes) 

 
LP proposes that in every word formation process, the morphological component supplies 

the various stems, affixes as well as word forms of the language on which the necessary lexical rules 

of the language apply to modify and produce the phonetic form. On this basis and following Bodomo 

and Marfo (2006) and Bodomo (1997), it is stipulated that any natural language lexicon has an 

inventory of stems, affixes as well as word forms whose meanings are not predictable from their 

constituent parts. Word formation is therefore composed of rules (WFRs) which describe the 

potential words of the language. The rules below are examples of what applies to Kusaal. 

  
Table 2. Morphological Rules 

Word Formation Rule 

(WFR) 

  N 

i.  

ii.  

iii.  

iv.  

NounStem-Sfx 

VerbStem-Sfx 

NounStem-AdjectiveSten 

NounStem-NounStem 

:bi-gi       ‘child’ 

: kuo-b    ‘farming’ 

:bi-bil      ‘little baby’ 

:bi-buruŋ ‘baby boy’ 

→   N 

→   N 

→   N 

→   N 

 
The word formation processes in table (2) show the creation of new words in the language. 

The presence of the morpheme bi and the affix g(i) predicts WFRi; which means big(i) is a potential 

word in Kusaal. Again, following WFRii; it is possible to predict kuob in the lexicon of the language 

as constituting a stem of a verb kuo and an affix –b. The examples so far point to only one level 

representation since there is only one word-formation rule. It is therefore argued that Kusaal has 

only one cycle and one level. 

This is only a morphological explanation. It is inadequate in capturing the phonetic 

realizations of lexical items. We need phonological explanations to make full sense of our 

observations of the data presented. As argued by Bodomo and Marfo (2006), the stem and affixes 

are solely underlying constituents which are underspecified for certain phonological features such 

as ATR, Vowel lengthening, and Vowel insertion.  

With reference to the model sketch of LP in table (1), the linkage: Morphology ↔ 

Phonology represents the necessary interaction needed to realize the true lexical representation. 

Phonologically, let us consider a vowel harmony (VH) rule, a vowel lengthening rule (VL) and an 

additional final vowel deletion rule modeled from Bodomo and Marfo (2006:222-3): 

  

Table 3.  Major Phonological Rules 

i.  VH: V[αATR] → /V[αATR]__                                          

ii. VL: V → VV/C—gI 
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iii. FVD: FV  → Ø/C—gØ 

 
VH simply implies that the affix vowels take the ATR specifications of the vowel in the stem. The 

VL rule lengthens any stem vowel that takes the suffix –gI. A similar observation is discussed by 

Anttila and Bodomo (2009) for Dagaare. They intimate that at least some cases of vowel lengthening 

are conditioned by foot structure. Further work needs to be done for Kusaal to find out if same can 

be said to apply. The FVD rule deletes the final vowel of the affix.  I demonstrate how these rules 

occurs in Kusaal at level 1 of the LP model using the lexicon bi- (stem) and –gI (suffix). 

 

Table 4.  
WFR Kusaal 

Underlying representation 

Step 1 WFR (NounStem-Sfx) applies 

Step 2 VH (V[αATR] → /V[αATR]__) applies 

Step 3 VL (V → VV/C—gI) applies 

Step 4 FVD (FV  → Ø/C—g) applies 

 

: [[bi -]  [-gI]] 

: bi-gI 

: bi-gi 

:bii-gi           ‘child’ 

:bii-g             ‘child’ 

 
In this illustration, the morphological rules combine the stem and affix. But the affix in the 

stem remains unspecified for ATR. The phonological rule ensures that the harmony principle 

changes the affix to the correct phonetic form: bi-gi. VL further applies to realize the correct surface 

realization of biigi. To further realize the short form of the lexeme, FVD rule applies to produce 

biig. 

 
3.1. LP analysis of the nominal classes in Kusaal. This section explains the morphological and 

phonological processes that account for the various noun classes identified in Kusaal. There are 

major generalizations that run through all the noun classes in the language. These include: WFRi 

(morphological), and VH (Phonological). Thus, this shows that all the nouns are composed of Stem-

affix/affix-stem combinations and contain [+ATR] or [-ATR] vowels. The various rules for each 

group or category follow a specific order to the realization of the final output. Morphological rules 

must precede phonological rules. Additionally, the various phonological rules, as in Table (3), for 

instance, must also apply following the specific order, (i) to (iii). This is because most of the rules 

feed into the following ones. WFRi is always highest or first, and applies to all nouns, whilst the 

Final Vowel Deletion (Apocope) rule must always be the lowest or the last to apply. Apocope is 

used to derive the short forms of the noun. Any changes made to the order of the rule applications 

in each category will potentially make it difficult for other rules to apply. For instance, it is 

impractical to have a vowel harmony rule applying when WFRi has not taken place. The symbol >> 

is used to mark ranking of the rules such that WFRi >> VH >> FVD means that WFRi is first 

followed by VH followed by FVD. 

 
Class 1: -V/-b(V), b(V)/nam(a) 

This class goes beyond having V/bV suffix as common to most Mabia (Gur) languages where V 

represents a vowel, for the singular and plural respectively. Other identified suffixes are: 

b(V)/nam(a) for singular and plural respectively as well as -a/nam(a) also for singular and plural 

respectively. The morphological rule that applies here is WFRi and the phonological processes that 

are commonly observed in the class are: final vowel deletion (FVD/Apocope) in all the derived/short 

forms of nouns, vowel insertion (VI) to break any consonant cluster and vowel harmony (VH). 
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Table 5. Class 1: -V/-b(V), b(V)/nam(a)  

Stem WFRi     >>       VI       >>   VH               >>  FVD            Gloss 

nid  

nid 

nid 

nid 

yaa 

yaa 

yaa 

yaa 

:nid-A            -             >> nida                >>  nid                      

:nid-A            -             >> nida                         - 

:nid-bA   >> nid-I-bA  >> nidiba             >>  nidib                      

:nid-bA   >>nid-I-bA   >> nidiba                      - 

:yaa-bA          -             >> yaaba             >>  yaab             

:yaa-bA          -            >>  yaaba                      -                 

:yaa-nAmA   -             >>  yaanama        >>  yaanam                

:yaa-nAmA     -           >> yaanama                  - 

 ‘person’ 

‘person’ 

‘persons’ 

‘persons’ 

‘ancestor’ 

‘ancestor’ 

‘ancestors’ 

‘ancestors’ 

 
Class 2: -g(V), -s(V) 

This offers a regular pattern in the nominal system of the language. Unlike class 1 which has two 

suffixes each for the singular and plural, class 2 has just one suffix each for the singular and plural. 

The singular forms of class 2 take the suffix -g(V) whilst the plural forms take the suffix -s(V).  The 

rules that apply here are WFRi, vowel lengthening (VL), vowel harmony, and final vowel deletion 

(FVD). 

 
Table 6. Class 2: -g(V), -s(V) 

Stem  WFRi    >>     VL            >>      VH                 >> FVD  Gloss 

bi 

bi 

bi 

bi 

:bi-gI    >>   biigI            >>     biigi             >>  biig                    

:bi-gI    >>   biigI            >>     biigi                        -                       

: bi-sI    >>  biisI             >>     biisi             >>  biis                 

:bi-s-I    >>  biisI             >>     biisi                        -     

‘child’ 

‘child’ 

‘children’ 

 
Classes 3:  

This group also has a regular pattern in the system. Nouns in class 3 take the suffixes -g(V) for 

singular and -d(ɛ) for plural respectively. There are four rules that apply in this category: WFRi, 

vowel lengthening (VL), vowel harmony (VH) and final vowel deletion (FVD).  

 
Table 7. Class 3: -g(V)/-d(ɛ) 

Stem WFRi          >>    VL            >> VH                >> FVD                         Gloss 

Fu 

fu 

fu 

fu 

: fu-gU        >>   fuugU        >> fuugu           >> fuug                     

: fu-gU        >>   fu ugU       >> fuugu                 -                            

:fu-dE         >>   fuudE        >> fuudɛ            >> fuud                   

:fu-dE         >>    fuudE       >> fuudɛ            -                            

‘dress’ 

  

‘dresses’ 

 
Class 4:   

Nouns in this group are also regular and constitute the set with the least number of memberships. 

The nouns take the singular suffix –fɔ and the plural suffix -gi or -di. The following are the 

phonological rules that apply in this category after the morphological rule (WRi): vowel harmony 

(VH) and final vowel deletion (FVD). There is also some kind of stem suppletion as well.  The 

change of the stem form from, for example naa to nɩɩ and waa to wɩɩ etc., without any change in 

meaning, results in suppletive allomorphy. 
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Table 8. Class 4: -f(V)/ di, -gi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Class 5: -rV/-a(a) 

The singular form in class 5 takes the suffix -r(ɛ) and the plural form takes the suffix –a(a). However, 

the singular suffix is realized as -ir(i/ɛ) in a C-C environment. The plural suffix -a is also realized 

as -ya in a V-V environment. Both vowel and consonant insertions are meant to break undesirable 

clusters of consonants in the former and as a form of hiatus resolution in the latter where the glide 

(y) is used to break the heterosyllabic sequence of vowels. The rules that apply here are: WFRi, 

consonant/vowel insertion (CI/VI), vowel harmony (VH), and final vowel deletion (FVD). 

 
Table 9. Class 5: -rV/-a(a) 

Stem WFRi           >>     CI/VI       >>   VH         >>     FVD      Gloss 

zuo 

zuo 

zuo 

tʋb 

tʋb 

tʋb 

tʋb 

 

: zuo-rI                 -                >>  zuorɩ       >>     zuor                                                                       

: zuo-AA      >>zuo-y-AA     >>  zuoyaa     >>   zuoya                        

: zuo-AA      >>zuo-y-AA    >>  zuoyaa 

: tʋb-rI       >> tʋb-I-rI        >> tʋbɩrɩ        >>   tʋbɩr           

: tʋb-rI       >> tʋb-I-rI        >> tʋbɩrɩ                  -                  

:tʋb-AA               -                >> tʋbaa       >>    tʋba             

:tʋb-AA               -                >> tʋbaa                    -           

 

‘mountain’ 

‘mountains’ 

 

‘ear’ 

 

‘ears’ 

 
Class 6: -m 

Class 6, which has the suffix –m, is the only class that does not have singular-plural pairs. The rules 

that apply here are: WFRi and vowel lengthening (VL). 

 
Table 10. Class 6: -m 

Stem  WFRi           >>      VL    Gloss 

kuo 

zi 

:kuo-m                                                                             

:zi- m         >>      ziim                                                 

‘water’ 

‘blood’ 

 
This section sought to analyse the morphological and phonological processes that take 

place in the formation and subsequent classification of nominals into various classes in Kusaal. It is 

observed that nouns in the various classes undergo similar morphological and phonological 

conditions in deriving their singular and plural forms. The next section looks at the morphosemantics 

and morphophonology of nominals in the various classes.  

 

  

Stem WFRi          >>   VH     >>   FVD          Gloss 

naˈa 

naˈa 

naˈa 

naˈa 

waa 

waa 

waa 

waa 

: naˈa-fO     >>naˈafɔ   >>   naˈaf         

: naˈa-fO    >> naˈafɔ             -                                                            

: naˈa- gI    >> naˈagɩ    >>  nɩɩg          

: naˈa-gI     >> naˈa-gɩ  >>   nɩɩgɩ                       

: waa-fO    >>  waafɔ    >>   waaf          

: waa-fO    >>  waafɔ             -              

:waa-gI      >> waagɩ     >>   wɩɩg           

:waa-gI      >> waagɩ     >>     -              

‘cow’ 

 

‘cattle’ 

‘snake’ 

‘snakes’ 
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4. The morphosemantics and morphophonology of nominal classifications in Kusaal 

Nominal classes in Kusaal exhibit different degrees of internal semantic coherence. For instance, 

class 1 comprises mostly of human while class 5 comprises mostly of animals. Members of other 

classes are associated by strong semantic networks. The semantic network approach adopted for the 

classification of nominals follows similar studies conducted in Swahili (Contini-Monrava 1994) and 

Fulfulde (Breedveld 1995). Nouns that belong to a semantic network also have identical suffixes 

and undergo the same phonological processes in Kusaal. Singular and plural nouns that are found 

in a semantic network are numbered as a single class. It will be demonstrated that nominal 

classification reveals the perception of the Kusasis on the concept of creation, protection, shapes, 

basic necessities of life, among other things. In an arbitrary hierarchical representation, the human 

class is placed supreme to all other classes. Class 1 includes members that have an advantage over 

all creations; it represents the class of human beings.  

Following Breedveld (1995), the associations responsible for grouping nouns in a class are 

represented in a semantic network. A semantic network connects semantic fields (groups of nouns 

that share similar semantic features). A circle stands for a semantic field. The common feature that 

is shared within a semantic field and the association that links this field with other nouns in the same 

class are written in italics. Examples of members within a semantic field are also written in bold 

letters. Associative connections (indicating the linking of two items in the same domain of 

experience) are represented by straight lines. These associative connections can link two semantic 

fields, two individual nouns, or a semantic field with an individual noun (Breedveld 1995). Below 

is a discussion on the various classes of nouns in Kusaal.  

 
Class 1: Human-beings and Kin Relationship 

This category is composed of nouns relating to human-beings: nídá/nídíbá ‘human being’/’human 

beings’, púˈáá/ púˈábá ‘woman’/‘women’ and dáu/dápɩ̀ ‘man’/‘men’. More predominantly, the 

class has nouns for kinship terms: pítʋ/pitiba ‘sibling’/‘siblings’, màà/mànàmà ‘mother’/‘mothers’, 

pugiba/pugibnama and ‘aunt’/‘aunts’ yáábá/ yáábámà ‘grandparent’ /’grandparent’ /‘ancestor’/ 

‘ancestors’. Other nouns that are observed in this class include: the word for friend(s): zúàà/ zúàmà 

‘friend’/‘friends’, and the word for chief(s): ná’ábá/ná’ánàmá ‘chief’/‘chiefs’. Agentive nouns that 

are derived from some deverbal nouns also fall within this category by default. These nouns take 

the suffixes -V for the singular and -ba for the plural. Examples are núúdi/núúdibá ‘drinker’ / 

‘drinkers’ and kpáádi/kpáádibá ‘farmer’/‘farmers’ 
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Fig. 1: Semantic Network: Human-beings and Kin Relationship 

 
Table 11. Class 1 

Class 1 

-a, /b(a) 

-b(a)/-nam(a) 

 Singular Plural Gloss 

Human-

beings and 

Kin 

Relationships   

 

 

L.E2. D.F. L. E. D.F. 
 

púˈáá     púˈá púˈábá   púˈáb   ‘woman’ 

‘wife’ nídá    Níd nídíbá   nídíb    ‘person’ 

sídá  Síd sídíbá    sídíb    ‘husband’ 

pítʋ Pít pitiba pítíb   ‘sibling’ 

Nínsáálá nínsáála nínsaálíbá nínsáálíb ‘human being’ 

Màà Mà mànàmà mànàma ‘mother’ 

Zúàa Zúà zúànàmà zúà nàm ‘friend’ 

bà'à bà' bà’ànàmà bà’ànàm ‘father’ 

yáábá  yááb  yaánamá  yaánám                 ‘ancestor’ 

áansíbà  Ánsíb 

                 

ánsnámá  ansnám                    ‘uncle’ 

Púgíbà Púgíb púgíbnámá púgíbnám ‘aunt’ 

Leadership 

and 

Authority 

náˈábá  nàˈàb               náˈánàmá  náˈánám                 ‘chief’ 

Yídááná yídáán yídáánáma yídáánám ‘male 

household- 

head’ 
Tèŋdááná tèŋdáán tèŋdáánámá tèŋdáánám ‘keeper of the 

earth-shrine’ 

                                                      
2L.E (Lexical Entry/Long Form), D.F. (Derived/ Short Form). It is assumed that the short forms are derived 

from the long counterparts by dropping the final vowels (Abubakari 2017; 2018). 
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Spiritual 

heads 

bá'ábʋ´gʋ´di bá'ábʋ´gʋ´d bá'ábʋ´gʋ´díbá bá'ábʋ´gʋ´díb ‘diviner’ 

Agentive 

nouns 

Núúdi Núúd núúdíbá Núúdíb ‘drinker’ 

kʋ́ʋ́di kʋ́ʋ́d kʋ́ʋ́díbá kʋ́ʋ́díb ‘killer’ 

kpaadi Kpaad kpaadiba kpaadib ‘farmer’ 

sɔ́bídi sɔ́bíd sɔ́bídíbá sɔ́bídíb ‘writer’ 

 
Class 2: ‘Non-human’ Living Things 

Class 2 is assumed to be the class immediately subordinate to the human class (class 1). This 

category is referred to as ‘Non-human’ living things where ‘non-human’ is metaphorically used to 

represent the socio-cultural perception that some human-beings are not “fully human”. Historically, 

children born with any form of disability were regarded as “evil spirits” who come to torment their 

families. The soothsayer is brought in to perform rituals which end up killing these vulnerable 

persons. This perception, though hardly prevalent these days, is reflected in the semantic 

classification of nominals such that vulnerable people such as children and the disabled are classified 

together with trees and animals. The nouns in this class include immature human beings, e.g., bɩ́ɩ́gɩ̀/ 

bɩ́ɩ́sɩ̀ ‘child’/‘children’, the physically challenged, e.g., wábígá/wábísɛ́ ‘lame person/‘lame persons’ 

and gìka/gígísɛ́ ‘blind person’/‘blind person(s)’, animals, e.g., bʋ́ʋ́gɩ/ bʋ́ʋ́sɛ́ ‘goat’/‘goats’, and trees, 

e.g., kpʋkpáríga/kpʋkpàrìsɛ ‘palm tree’/‘palm trees’. Criminals, e.g, naˈayiigɩ/naˈayiisɛ ‘thief’/ 

‘thieves’, are also considered to be non-human and belong to this category. This class also has 

artifacts that are connected by pragmatic associations. Animals and trees, which are “non-human 

living things”, are used for leather and wood respectively. Thus, artifacts like kɔ́lʋ́gɔ/kɔ́lísɛ ‘bag’/ 

‘bags’ and wíígi/wíísɛ ‘flute’/‘flutes’ are connected to this group by virtue of being produced from 

leather and wood respectively.  
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Fig. 2: Semantic Network: ‘Non-human’ Living Things’ 

 
Table 12.  Class 2 

Class 2 

-g(V)/-s(V) 

Singular Plural Gloss 

‘Non-human’ Living Things L.E. D.F. L. E. D.F. 
 

children and the physically 

challenged persons 

bɩ́ɩ́gɩ̀/á bɩ́ɩ́g bɩ́ɩ́sɩ̀/ɛ́             bɩ́ɩ́s ‘child 

wábígá wábíga wábísɛ́ wábís ‘lame person’ 

gìka gìk gígísɛ́ gígís ‘dumb person’ 

zʋnzɔƞa zʋnzɔƞ zʋnzɔɔsɛ zʋnzɔɔs ‘blind person’ 

ná'áyíígɩ ná'áyíígɩ ná'áyíísɛ́ ná'áyíís ‘thief’ 

Animals and trees bʋ́nkɔ́bʋ́gɔ́        bʋ́nkɔ́bʋ́g bʋ́nkɔ́bʋ́sɛ́ bʋ́nkɔ́bʋ́s  ‘animals’ 

bʋ́ʋ́gɩ          bʋ́ʋ́g   bʋ́ʋ́sɛ́ bʋ́ʋ́s ‘goat’ 

pɛ́ˈògɩ̀/ʋ̀ pɛ́ˈòg pɛ́ˈɛ́sɛ́ pɛ́ˈɛ́s ‘sheep’ 

lɔ́lύgɔ́ lɔ́lύg lɔ́lísɛ́ lɔ́lís ‘ox’ 
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lɔ́ƞɩ lɔ́ƞ lɔ́mísɛ lɔ́mís ‘frog’ 

tíígì  tííg          tíísɛ              Tíís ‘tree’ 

kpʋ́kpáríga  kpʋ́kpáríg kpʋ́kpàrìsɛ kpʋ́kpàrìs ‘palm tree’ 

gúŋɔ́          gúŋ gúmísɛ̀        gúmís ‘kapok tree’ 

Artifacts kɔ́lʋ́gɔ  kɔ́lʋ́g        kɔ́lísɛ   kɔ́lís ‘bag’ 

wííga              Wíígi wíísɛ wíís ‘flute’ 

 

Class 3: Protection 

An integral part of the culture, belief and practices of the Kusasis is the concept of protection. The 

significance of protection, be it physical, spiritual, mental or psychological, is fundamental on daily 

basis to the extent that the spiritualist or soothsayer is contacted on all matters before decisions are 

made. Class 3 comprises nouns that are semantically related to the concept of protection. These 

forms of protection include protection against the weather, and against war. For instance, shelter 

and clothes are protective items against the weather. Human beings find shelter in the comfort of  

places like dɔ́ɔgʋ/ dɔ́ɔd ‘room’/‘rooms’ and bɔ́n’ɔ́gᴐ́/bɔ́n’ɔ́d ‘valley’/‘valleys’, which also mean 

‘forest’/‘forests’. In addition to providing shelter for a wide range of animals,.the forest also 

provides materials that are used for constructing houses. These are dáúgɔ/dàad ‘wood’/‘woods’ and 

mɔ́ɔ́gɔ/mɔ́ɔ́d ‘thatch’/‘thatches’. Notice that mɔ́ɔ́gɔ/mɔ́ɔ́d refers to both ‘grass’/‘grasses, and ‘thatch’ 

/‘thatches’ just like bɔ́n’ɔ́gᴐ́/bɔ́n’ɔ́d refers to both ‘valley’/‘valleys’, and ‘forest’/‘forests’. Items 

used for protection during war include gbantiˈedʋgʋ /gbantiˈedɛ ‘shield’/‘shields’ and lɔ́kυ/lú’àdɛ 

‘quiver’/‘quivers’. Bɔ́n’ɔ́gᴐ́/bɔ́n’ɔ́d ‘valley’/‘valleys’ is a source of spiritual protection; worship and 

many other sacrifices are often carried out at such places. Fúúgʋ́/fuudɛ refers to all types of garments 

that are used for covering the body, e.g., ‘shirt’/‘shirts’, and ‘cloth’/‘clothes’. They provide 

protection, typically, against the weather. Taa’ara/ta’ada ‘shoe’/‘shoes’ or ‘sandal’/‘sandals’ and 

zupibid ‘hat’ (composed of zu- head and -pibid ‘cover’) do not show any morphological association 

with this group. Perhaps, historically, shoes and sandals, were not basic requirements in the dressing 

code of the people and, therefore, not considered as basic protective materials against the weather. 

The only body-part found in this class is zúgʋ́/ zútɛ́ ‘head/heads’. In the Kusaal tradition and culture, 

the head is metaphorically used as a symbol of protection, leadership and ownership. God is often 

referred to as Zugsɔb ‘head.possessor, owner of the heavens, protector of the universe’. The overlord 

of the Kusaug3  Kingdom in Bawku is referred to by title as Zugran ‘head.owner’, and he is 

responsible for all issues relating to the welfare of the people. The head is therefore seen as a primary 

symbol of protection and it is, therefore, no surprise to find it as the only body-part in this category.  

 
  

                                                      
3 Kusaug refers to the Kusaal traditional area.  
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Fig 3. Semantic Network: Protection 
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Table 13. Class 3 

Class 3 

-g(V)/-d(ɛ) 

Singular Plural Gloss 

Protection L. E. D.F. L. E. D.F. 
 

bɔ́n'ɔ́gᴐ́  bɔ́n’ɔ́g bɔ́n’ɔ́dɛ bɔ́n'ɔd ‘valley’ 

dɔ́ɔ́gύ/ɔ       dɔ́ɔ́g dɔ́ɔdɛ dɔɔd ‘room’ 

mɔ́ɔ́gύ/ɔ    mɔ́ɔ́g mɔ́ɔ́dɛ mɔ́ɔd ‘grass’ 

dáuǵύ/ɔ dàuǵ dààdɛ́ dàad  ‘wood’ 

fúúgʋ/́ɔ́ fúúg   fúúdɛ́ fúúd ‘dress’ ‘smock’ 

zúgʋ́/ɔ́      zúg zútɛ́ zút  ‘head’ 

gbanzaugʋ/ɔ gbanzaug gbanzaadɛ gbanzaad ‘monitor lizard’ 

lɔ́kυ/ɔ lɔ́k lú’àdɛ́  lú’àd ‘quiver’ 

gbantiˈedʋgʋ/ ɔ gbantiˈedʋg gbantiˈedɛ gbantiˈed ‘shield’ 

 

Class 4 Totems 

Totems form part of the culture of the Kusasis. The Kusasis are grouped into various clans and each 

of these clans has a totem. There are about 34 clans in all. Two or more clans may share a common 

totemic animal. The totemic objects are commonly animals ranging from mammals, reptiles, birds 

and fishes. These animals are revered by the clans and in terms of disputes or misunderstanding, an 

oath can be sworn using these animals. It is believed that a culprit may suffer serious repercussions 

should he or she lie and yet use his/her totemic object/animal to take an oath. Most of these totemic 

animals occur in various classes; for instance, the frog is a totemic amphibian of the Kpalʋg clan 

and it is found in class 2 and the monitor lizard, a totemic reptile, also for the Kpalʋg clan, is found 

in class 3. The animals that do not occur in other classes also present a common morphological and 

morphosemantic pattern which constitutes a class. These animals belong to class 4, which is a very 

short list. For instance, the horse is the totemic object of the Nabidib clan, the cow and its tail are 

the totemic objects of the Na’aram clan, and the python is used by the Tensʋƞ clan. Whilst it is a 

taboo for some clans to eat the meat of their totemic animals, other clans are forbidden from eating 

just some parts of the said animal. People from the Nabidib clan, for instance, cannot eat the tail of 

the cow which forms part of their totem. 
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Fig.4. Semantic Network: Totemic Animals 

 
Table 14. Class 4 

Class 4 

-f(ɔ)/-gi,di 

Singular Plural Gloss 

+Totemic Animals L. E. D.F. L. E. D.F.  

ná'áfɔ̀    ná'áf níígì   nNííg ‘cow’ 

wááfɔ́  wááfɔ wíígì wííg ‘snake’ 

wíefᴐ́  Wíéf wídì  wíd      ‘horse’ 

molufᴐ́ Moluf molisi molis ‘antelope’ 

 

Class 5: Shapes 

This group portrays a classification of nominals based on the concept of shape. The nouns in this 

class reflect a perception associated with shapes. Most of the objects in the group are partly 

observed, and partly perceived to be round. Until recently, local and traditional houses in Kusaal 

speaking communities were all round with thatched roofs. This could suggest that the Kusasis, 

perhaps, prefer the shape “round” to other shapes. It, therefore, comes as no surprise to see the 

classification of nominals around shape having some association with the shape round. Items that 

are straight, round, pointed, curved, kite-like, are included. For instance, houses are perceived as 

round, hence yiri/yaa ‘hut’, ‘house’/‘huts’, ‘houses’. Spherical objects are also perceived as round, 

e.g., gʋ́ʋ́rɛ́/gʋ́yaa ‘cola nut’/‘cola nuts’, súmírɛ́/súmá 'groundnut’/ ‘groundnuts’, etc.. The ear, form 

its two-dimensional angle, is also perceived as round, hence tʋbiri/tʋ́bàa ‘ear’/‘ears’. Other body 

parts perceived as round are bín'ísírí/bín'ísaa ‘breast’/‘breasts’ and nyʋ̀'ʋ̀ri/ nyʋ̀dàà ‘navel’/‘navels’. 

The porcupine sɛ́ɛ́mɛ́/sɛ́ɛmáa belongs to this group; this is attributed to the fact that it curls itself into 
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a round shape when it is touched. Some items that are not obviously related to shape but to dimension 

are also included. These are nyúúrɛ́/nyúyáá ‘yam’/‘yams’ and zʋ́ʋ́rɛ/ zʋ́yaa ‘tail’/‘tails’. One may 

argue that yam slices are often cut in round hence its inclusion in this group. What remains a puzzle 

is the inclusion of ‘tail’, and more so the inclusion of gbígímɛ́/gbígìmáa ‘lion’/‘lions’ in this 

category. 

 
Fig. 5 Semantic Network: Shapes 

 
Table 15.  Class 5 

Class 5 

-r(V)/-a(a) 

Singular Plural Gloss 

Shapes (Round) L. E. D.F. L. E. D.F. 
 

tʋ́bìrì/ɛ  tʋ́bìr tʋ́bàa tʋ́ba ‘ear’ 

nyʋ̀'ʋ̀ri nyʋ̀'ʋ̀r nyʋ̀dàà nyʋ̀dà ‘navel’ 

bín'ísírí/ɛ  bín'ísír bín'ísáa bín'ísá ‘breast’ 

zʋ́ʋ́rɛ zʋ́ʋ́r zʋ́yaá zʋ́ya ‘tail’ 

wíllɛ wíl wíláa wíla ‘stem’ 

yírí yír yáá yá ‘house’ 

nyúúrɛ́ nyúúrɛ nyúyáa nyúyá ‘yam’ 

gʋ́ʋ́rɛ́ gʋ́ʋ́r gʋ́yáa gʋ́yá ‘cola nut’ 
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Class 6: Non-count Nouns 

This is the class for non-count nouns. Abstract entities are included here because they cannot be 

counted as well. They include basic necessities of life for the survival of the people.  

 
Fig. 6. Non-count Nouns 

 
Table 16 Class 6 

bɛ́ŋɩ̀r ɛ́/ɩ bɛ́ŋɩ̀r   bɛ́ŋáa bɛ́ŋa      ‘bean’ 

súmírɛ́/ɩ súmír súmáa súmá ‘groundnut’ 

kpíbírɛ́/ɩ kpíbìr kpíbáa kpíbá ‘louse’ 

sɛ́ɛ́mɛ́      sɛ́ɛ́m       sɛ́ɛmáa sɛ́ɛ́má ‘porcupine’ 

gbígímɛ́/ɩ   gbígìm   gbígìmáa gbígìmá ‘lion’ 

Class 6 

-m 

Mass nouns Gloss 

Noun-count Nouns kú'òm         ‘water’ 

zíím            ‘blood’ 

bín'ísím       ‘milk’ 

kpáám          ‘oil’ 

dʋ̀ndʋ́'ʋ́rʋ́m /dʋ̀ndʋ́'ʋ́nɛm ‘urine’ 

mí'ìlím                       ‘knowledge’ 
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This section has demonstrated the morphosemantic correspondences between nouns in the 

various classes. It is observed that nouns that share identical semantic qualities also show identical 

morphological features by taking the same suffix morphemes. 

 
5. Conclusion 

The table in 18 illustrates the morphosemantic correspondences between nouns in the various classes 

as well as the common phonological processes that these nouns are subjected to. Nouns that belong 

to a common semantic network also show identical morphological features, by taking the same 

suffix morphemes, and similar phonological rules or constraints. Generally, the table shows the 

relationship between morphology, semantics and phonology in the nominal classification of Kusaal 

where nouns in identical groups form a semantic network of association. 

 
Table 18. Morphosemantics and the morphological contents of noun classes in Kusaal 

Semantic Classifications Suffix Morphemes Phonological Processes 

Class 1 

Human-beings and Kin Relationships 

/-a/, /-b(V)/,  

/-nam(a)/ 

Vowel Insertion,  

Final Vowel Deletion 

Class 2 

‘Non-human’ living things 

 

/-g(V)/,  

/-s(i/ɛ)/,  

/-mis(i/ɛ)/ 

Vowel Lengthening,  

Final Vowel Deletion 

Class 3  

Protection 

/-g(V)/, /-d(ɛ)/ Vowel Lengthening,  

Final Vowel Deletion 

Class 4  

Totemic Animals 

/ -f(V)/, /-gi/, 

 /-di/ 

 Vowel Assimilation (regressive),  

Final Vowel Deletion 

Class 5 

Shapes 

/-r(V)/, /-a(a)/ Consonant Insertion/Vowel 

Insertion, Final Vowel Deletion                        

Class 6 

Non-count Nouns 

/-m/ - 

 
Although this paper focuses on Kusaal, the findings may as well have a bearing on the 

nominal classification of other Mabia (Gur) languages where identical semantic and morphological 

patterns are observed for the various established noun classes.  

 
  

zᴐ̀tìm ‘fear’, ‘reverence’ 

pʋˈʋsʋm ‘worship’ 

vʋ̀'ʋ̀sʋ̀m       ‘breath’ ‘relaxation’ 

sʋ́málìsím                   ‘happiness’ ‘peace’ 

yá'ám ‘wisdom’ 

zɔ́m                                            ‘flour’ 

Búgúm ‘fire’ 

yáárìm         ‘salt’ 
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List of abbreviations 
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